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ABSTRACT

the las

decade; research on second language acquisition

(SLA) expanded ehotmously.

Many aspects of SLA including

phonology, morphology, syntax, and discourse have been
irvestigated semi-empirically or empirically.

At the same time

researchers have proEosed ditferent mbdEls and hypotheses
ittrided to explain and account for the processes underlying
SLA.

At present, tour SLA models are dominant:

the monitor

mcdel (Krasheni 1978), the discourse approach (Hatch,

1

2

1978), the

acculturation model (Schumann; 1978) ;

perspective (Lamendella; 1978)

and the neurafunctional

Though the assumptions

iderlying each model may LE well motivated; none at proponents;

yeti has suggested systematic methodblogies to investigate

t

viidity of the statements evolved from the mode18.
This paper is an attempt to review; evaluate; and critigUe

tEe validity of those models from an experimental perspective.
It argues that the acculturation model may establish the

sarting point trOM Whith we might pursue experimental research
or.

SLR:

INTRODUCTION

in the laSt few decades, research in SEA has developed in

many dimensonsi

A survey bt the literature inaidates that

there has been a methodological continuum from subjective and
intuition-based research at the one end to controlled
tijrittttal research at the other;

Judging a particular

methoddlOgy Or pUttiny preference on one method rather* than the

other; without justification; is problematic because the term
'research' has various interpretation;

Research may be defined as a systematic approach to
investigating a problem and finding answers to questions
(ahavelSbni 193)).

There are many systematic approaches to
.

arswer ing questions;

The 3p
roach can be historidal;
a

descriptive; develoimental; case study; field study; or
(Issac; 1976);

Therefore; in order for an

investigation to be accei:table, it does not have to be
eIp'erimental; nor Shbilld experimental research per se be
i-,referred over any other type of inquiry.

Each systematic way

of finding answers to questions has its own peculatitieS;
assumptions, techniques; pitfalls; and advantages;
TheSe different typiis of research; however, are not

urrelated to one another.

In most cases; there is a progression

from intuition towards experimentation.

Generally; a Simple

event, an appealing idea; or a preliminary investigation of
.etpirical data has stimulated scholars to formulate questions;
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State hypotheses and build theories.

The findings of

preliminary investigations may either reject or support the
hypotheses evolving from a theory.

In the latter case, then is

a desire to accumulate more information and evidence to
stabilize the principles of the theory;

When enough evidence is

gathered, the final step would be to eYeerimentally validate the
h)potheses and draw some potentially generalizable conclusions
tram the theory.

Obviously for each step of the hypothesis testing process,
different types of research are required to substantiate the
theory.

Prior to theory building,

may be an intuition or an

unusual event that heles an investigator formulate the theory:

Later, anEcaotal evidence, observational data, finding: of case
studies, evidence from diary studies, and many other sources can
be utilized to make the theorist believe that the theory
accounts for a reasonable portion of the systematic variation in
a certain phenomenor.

Up to this point ir the proces

no conclusive or

generalizable statements can be made about the phenomenon it
question.

Later, researchers usually design an experiment,

the baSe8 of previous observations, in order to empirically
Validate the thebry.

Only thee., can the claims of such a theory

be extended to cover all Instances and Even be generalized
beyond the observed samples.

Applied linguistics, a rapidly growing branch of the social

seines, does not seem to be (or at least shoula not be) an

4

elception.

Linguists, psycholinguists, and sociolinguists have

developed theories about the many facets of language behavior.

First and second language acquisition, contrastive and
comparative studies, discourse analysis, language teaching, and
language testing are among the areas being investigated.

In

scme areas, theories have been formulated, tested, and Either
In some of these fields,

rejected, modified; cr supported.

especially SLA, research seems to be at the stage of theory
building.

The existing th'eorles have not yet moved towards the

experimental phase cf theory construction to be empirically
validated.

Amon) many others, tour SLA models have been dominant in
tEe field:

the monitor model (Krashen; 197m; 1977; 1978;

198)), the discourse approach (Hatch,

1979;

1977; 1978; 1979; 198)) ,

tEe neurofunctional perspective (Lamendella, 1977; 1978; 1979),
and the acculturation model (Schumann, 1975; 1976; 1977; 1978).

It is realized that terms such as thcoryi_model, approach,
and perspective have different definitions in the_philosophy of
However, to avoid definitional complexities, these
science.
terms are used interchangably in this paper.

These models, however, are subject to pertinent questions,
the most crucial of which is their empirical validity.

Except

fOr the acculturation model, which deals, at least, with
definable variable

they all seem to deal with untested and

unidentified hypotheses.

Furthermore, all of these models seem

6

to be discrete and isolated modules of the whole integrated
process of SLA.

Although they are intuitively appealing; their

plausibility will zemain questionable uetil they prove to be
testable and undergo the scrutiny of experimental investigation.

The purpose of this paper; then; is to review and eVaivate
the four theories from an experimental perspective.
procedures will be tc:

The

(a) briefly summarize each theory,

(b)

examine the validity of the statements Evolving from each
theory,

(c) review empirical evidence reported on ie favor or

asainst each theory; and

(d)

discuss thL interrelationships

adong the four theories;

MODELS OF SLA

The Noeitor Model

This model, introduced by Krashen in a series 3f papers
referred to above, was originally developed as a model for
second language perfcrmance.

Howiver, it has lately been

e xpanded as the monitor theory to cover language
aeguisition/learning as w-11.

The theory distinguishes between

Aiffereet meaes of internalizing a target language:

an

idplicit way termed unconcious language acquisition; and an
e xplicit way called larguage learning.

SLA is claimed to be

very similar to child language acquisition in that it re uires
meaningful interaction in thk target languaje.

But conscious

language learning is available to the performer only as a

a

monitor to alter the outFut of the aguired system.
AS the model has developed, there seems to be a smooth
shift WhiCh has generally deemphasized learning and emphasized
acguisition.

Krashen (1976) states that:

Adults can. Lot only increase their second language
proficiency- in informal environments, but may do as well
or better than learners_who have spent a comparable
amount of tine in fOrmal instruction (1i. 158).
This imi lies that acguisit ion is central to SLA and

learning, the monitor, peripheral.

Krashcn (19Th) provides

evid;=!nce from research areas' that is consistent with

the monitor theory.

Althoagh the ac-iuracy of these results

is not at question, it is possible to state alternative
interpretations for some of thew4

It it is true that language usrs' performance is a
(or internalized language

manifestation of their competence

atilities), one can gain insights into language learners'
One of the most defensible moans to

competence via performance.

systematically investigate language learners' performance is to
use one or several tests;

The term 'test' should not give the

impression of paper and pencil tests only;

'A

test refers to any

systematic attempt to gather quantifiable information on an
attribute (Thorndikei 1c71).

It could be a paper and pencil

test, an oral interview, a composition and so forth.

Test

scores, however, can sometimes lead to different interpretations
and conclusions with respect to a given hypothesis from a given

7

tc.

tteory.

According to the monitor model, there is a natural order of
acquisition for grammatical morphemes when the performance is
monitor -tree (this is when the focus is on communication rather

tan form, with little time available).

BUt When the

performance is monitored, the natural order is distorted.
Regardless of various statistical and methodological
inadequacies in morpheme studies (Rosansky; 1976, Anderson,
19780 Brown, 1980), and regardless of their relative

1977;

centribution to the whole process of `;LA; Krashen himself found

discrepancies among the results reported in morpheme studies.
For example, following Fidler (1978), Krashen administered
tte SLOPE test to a grodp of acquirers (those who do not
mcnitor)

and to a group cf learners (thos.: who do monitor).

He

frond no difference in the rank order of morphemes across
groups.

dis intLrpretation was tua t both groups depended On

their acquired system since the test did not encourage conscious

mcnitorin,

or, leaincrs and acquir,,,,rs do not differ in their

pertormarIce on the samo task.

Of course, an alternative

interpretation ._7ould be that both groups did monitor and
therefore, ther,:

1.1 :; no difference between the groups'

r.rrfcrmE_nc ;.
I% another stidy, following Andersen (1976) , Kr shun; et,
al.

dst-d only one 9roup of subjects but ioguired two different

tas&s.

f;unjects weic asked to write a composition, both

ted (monitored) and non-edited

(nut monitored).

Again, thoq

fnund no difference for the order of morphemes for both tasks.

Tleir interpretation was that students were concerned with
meaning and communication rather than form (though the subjects
WEEP explicitly told tc correct whatever they c-uld, Whidh
rer.juires monitoring.) This implies that the same learners or

an uirers did not differ in their performance on different
tasks.

Thus* neither the task nor the performer showed

Significant relation to the predictions of the theory in respect
tc the use of the monitor.
To justify these inconsistencies and r:or.-differertial

periormances, Krashen refers to Larsnn-Freman's investigation
nr morpheme accuracy order (1975) and concludes that it takes a
discrete-point test to fring out conscious learning.

This means

that a discri,Ae-point test would result in an unnatural order

and other types of tests (integrative, pragmatic, and
functional) would yield a natural order.

This distinction is another controversial point among the
claims made by the monitor theory.

The difference between

discrete-point (DP) and integrative (IN)

tests is an unsettled

issue in the field of language testing.

Following 011er (1973;

1976), briere (1979), hinofotis (1976) ,

and many others, the

diStindtion cetween the two is not A matter of type but of
CiEgEee

Ir. other words, there is a continuum ranging from

highly DP tests at the one end to highly IN tests at the other.
The

:rJblem, however, is ta determine the: point at which ore

type of test enas and the other begins;

9

On the one hand* Oiler (1978) has defined IN tests*
time to

including eraymatic tests* 3s meeting two requirements:

process the task and context for the uz

of language.

Thus* it

could be claimed that any test which does not meet these
conditions

not an IN test.

This somewhat vague distinction

between DP and IN tests* then* would categorize tests such as
grammar* vocabulary* and auditory discrimination tasks into DP;
arch clozei dictation* reading and listening comprehension
itto IN types of tests.
Or the other hand*

I have argues elsewhere (Farhady,

1979a)

that in Spite of theoretical controversies* there is no
statistical diffezcInces between DP and IN tests.

rhey provide

almost identical information about the learners' language
alilities.

No mattcr how DP or IN a given test may be*

the outcome of the tests is very much the same;

I have also

demonstrated that factor such as educational anti linguistic

background* which are assumed not to be directly relevant

language proficlencyi are more influential on examinee
performance than is the typi! of the test (Farhady* 197Jp).

According t.) the monitor theory, on

basis or the

learners's perrormaLce on DP and IN tests OPC can identify the
processes which might have occureu.

Since. DP t,sts are not

always monitored and IN tests are not always monitor-free* then
t_ to distinction between learned and acquired language based on

perfOrmanoe on De and IN tests is an unjustified one;
For Instance* the monitor theory would predict that it

13

Ianjuage learners and language acquirers, both at a similar
proficiency levels; are given a DP-test; the learners would
score higher b-2cause they have the assistance of the monitor.

on the other hand, if they are given an IN test; the reverse
should uappen pecause the acquirers have internalizi--Al IN types

of activities.

There is no evidence in the literature; to my

knoledge; that suustantiates such predictions.
!oz,t-

people may agree that there is conscious and

unconscious learning and performance (AcLaughlin; 1979).

'tie

distinction could be made by investigating social;
pf.ychoIogicaI; discourse; and other factors involved in

ccmmunication; 'It may be safe to assume that monitoring would
depend on tht.

of lanjuage activiyies and the circumstances

urder which they a:z(1-

performed.

For example; as Krashen

ohserves; learners could not easily monitor their performance in
an oral communication situation; whereas it may be easy to
mcnrtor their performance on paper anu pencil tests.

this

However;

dOes riot necessarily mean that conscious or monitored

performance is learned and unconscious or non-monitored
performance is acquired.
It is also quite possible tor native speak.:,rs Dr a language

tc monitor their performance dr:pending on the Focial secting

(for example- when they are talking to the Dean of the

university; writing a term paper; giving a public lecture;
etc.).

This does r, at mean that they have learned the knowledge

underlyinj these types of

-tivities; but have-: acquired

I.s

the

knowledge underlying other activities (e.g.
their friends).

when talking to

Furthermore, a second language learner may not

monitor his performance en some occasions and this does not mean
that he has acquired that portion of his performance:

Thus, although there may be a distinction between monitored
and non-monitored performances, it may not predict the processes
involved in ifternalizing the knowledge in two ways and/or by
two different systems:

In any critical situation such as test

taking or formal public interaction, monitoring could be the
controlling factor in the performance of the speaker/Writer;

It

may not have much to do with a second or first language learner
per se, though the degree of monitoring could vary depending on

the speech events or speech acts, as well as the proficiency of
the performer.

There may also be a distinction between monitored and
nen-monitored learning.

BUt this may not mean that the monitor

for learning is the same as the monitor for performing.

Nor may

it imply that ihatever is learned through the monitor will also
be performed through tne monitor.;

The parameteres of the two

monitors may be quite different and it may take a long time

before any conclusive statement can be made about their
characteristics;

These problems with the principles of the theory arei I
r(:asons for inconsistent outcomes of the research

projects outlined above.

Krashen (1977) admits that learning or

monitoring is limited to individuals, grammatical rules, and

1i

situationS

)fhieh one jrforms a task.

However, these

limitations are not explained in a systematc way, not is
sufficient reasoniny for these ad-hoc uses Jf the monitor given.
Krashen (1977) states:

The monitor is used only by some people, for
some ruleso and for more artificial language use
154)
situation (p.
These limitations en the use of the monitor would mean that
learning, in -comparison to acquiring* has a very minor, if not

negiiyiblco role in SLA because it refers to a system which
functions inconsistently.

One miyht aryue that the

discrepancies in the results are variations rather than
inconsistencies.

Uowever, there are two kinds of variations:

consistent and inconsistent.

If the variation is consistent; it

should be captured by empirical investiyation.

And if the

variation is inconsistent, it is the error variationo and
therefore inconsistert and unpredictable;

The use of the

monitor by language learners seems to entail the error
variation;

it cannot be empirically validated because it is

inconsistent over ruIeso over individuals, over situationgo and
probably over many ether factors.

But it seems to me that the

inconsistencies in the use of the monitor are due to inadequate
interpretations of the monitor by the theory because it may be
-quite systematic with respect to the rules of language use
These shortcomings do not, I believe, invalidate the

.

theory.

Nor do they diminish its contribution to our

understanding of the various aspects of SLA.

In fact; the

monitor theory has made several valuable contributions to both
second language research and pedagogy.

The first and the most important contribution is the
distinction between learning and acquisition.

I believe this

distinction with the modifications suggested in this paper would
serve as a valuable research area for SLA.

The

second contribution is the recognition of instruction as at
laportant factor in learning a language.

The third contribution

is the specification of Classroom activities.

The theory

suggests that the instructional materials should be presented in
a communicative way and at a certain level of complexity in
order to match the leanners, competence.

These are just a few pedagogical implications of the theory
which are mentioned here to avoid underestimating the theory.

More impoi antlyi the theory seems to be a dynamic rather than a
static one because it has been modified by the findings of
research results.

This flexibility is an important and valuable

ctaracteristic at the monitor theory.

11.

The Disoduse Ali-roach
HatCh (1977) has suggested discourse analysis as a

methodology for the study of SLA with the belief that it may
provide more information about the processes underlying SLA.
The primaij motivation for this suggestion, seems to be the

iaortancw of the relaticnship between the form and function of
linguistic structures.

In many cases, a given sentence may have

mere than one functibni and more than one sentence way serve the
same function.

Wagner-Gough (1975) has criticized SLA

research, especially morpheme accuracy studies, in that they
the morphemes and ignore their

ceal exclusively with the form of
funztions.

Wagner- Gough presents evidence that it is more

meaningful to talk about the form of the structures along With
the function (s) they may serve;

Many people assume that language learning starts with

learning single words and moves towards learning more complex
structures;

According to the discourse approach, however,

langaage learning evolves out of learning how to carry On
cttversations.

In other words, one learns how to converse, h

tc interact verbally, and it the process one learns a language
(Hatch, 1977).

According to the discourse approach, syntactic

structures develop trcm communicative interactions and most
language acquisition processes are the result of conversational
growth.

before going into the details of this approach, it is
necessary to give a working definition of discourse analysis;
Discourse analysis shoula not be assumed to be synonymous with
ccnversational analysis;

Nor should it be interchasgeably used

With the analysis of input.

Discourse analysis may be defined

a=s the ihVOL'tigation of any meaningful and contextualized forms

tf language and the effdtt to identify the relationship between

15
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their forms and their functions in real communicative
situations;

It does not matter if the discourse is written,

oral, or in any other form of symbolic representation of the
language (e.g.
language);

sign language, computer language; or pictorial

What dOes matter, however, is that each type of

discourse has its oval syntactic; semantic; and functional
structures;

These characteristics are important in conveying

meaning via form.

Thus; conversational analysis is one branch

of discourse analysis.

Also, while input is provided through

discourse; it is not the discourse itself.
The relation between form and function is easy to

conceptualize but difficult to identify; to define
olerationally, and to investigate empirically;

However,

ftllowing sociolinguists and anthropologists (Hymes;
Searle; 1969); Hatch (1979) and Hatch and Long (1983)

1972;

have

prt?sented certain units of analysis which include. speeca

situations; speech events; and speech acts;
S

GI

to have hierarchical structure;

These categories

In other words; each

speech situation may include several speechevents; each of
which in turn may consist of several speech acts.

For example,

at a party (which is a speech situation) , there may he several
conversations (speech events)

going on among people; and within.

Each conversation, several syntactic patterns (speech act) may
control the conversation (Gumpers, 1972).

Speech acts can be

directives, commissives; expressives, and so forth (Hatch

LCliji

1980);

16
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The characteristics of a discourse urit will depend on
factors such as situation, background information of both the

speaker and listener* presuppositions, and many other principles
Of discourse,

Furthermore, depending on the situation,

discourse may he planned or unplanned.

Social settings and

Psychological factors could contribute to the degree of'.
formality of discourse.

For example, it is conceiveable that

ore would have a planned discourse in a very formal government
reception,

The parameters of planned vs.

are not determined as yet.

unplanned discourse

However, discourse units could be

placed alOng a continuum ranging from planned to unplanned
pertOrmanCes.

of course, each type of discourse unit will have

their own structure though they may share some common
ofaracteristics,

Discourse analysis, in a sense; attempts to account for
functions of syntactic structures by using utterances as the
meaningful units of language.

By analyzing contextualized units

of languaye, it also modifies the sentence-based SLA research,
which hardly accounts for the use of those sentences in real
communicative settings.

In short, the unit of linguistic

analysis is, accordiny to the discourse dpproach, the discourse
writ rather than some unrelated sentences.

A clo-e look at this approach reveals that there are still
some questionable points,

For example, in this approach the

reasons that why people should be willing to interact with each
othP,r in order to learn a language are not clarified.

In some

cases; it is conceiveable that people would not want or need to
Even if they do, the

ccnverse with the target language group.

approach does not specify the factors which may stimulate their
desire for conversation.

Furthermore, there are situations in

which people learn languages not for speaking but for other
pnri

ses such as reading or writing.

Finally, just the

availability of language in the environment does not necessarily
guarantee that one will learn a language.

It is true that discourse is one of the most important
factors in SLA because it provides the raw material in `.a

ccherent and meaningful way.
ncthing to learn.

Without discourse, there iA\

Nevertheless, discourse by itself cannot

guarantee learning either;
mcst of these issues.

However, Hatch (1979) has 'clarified

She has discussed, in detail, the

conditions which are necessary for input to facilitate learning
processes.

(In fact there seem to De many similarities between

Hatch's characterization of simplified input and some of
.

Krashen's recent hypotheses on the monitor model,. e.g.

the

irput hypothesis and the net hypothesis.)

Hatch's discussion cf simplified input has improved the
discourse approach in many dimensions.

For example, she

bElieves that appropriate simplified input "promotes
ccmmunicatidn, establishes an affeCtive bond, and serves as an
implicit teaching .mode (p.1)." She also believes that there are

various factors (regression, matching, and negotiation) which
help native sp.3akers to adjust their speech towards tht

lEarner

proficiency level.

Furthermore' she explains the

iaportance of social settings on input and argues that learning
ervironments influence SLA considerably.
These clarifications on the characteristics of input and
tEeir relationship tc SLA, which I belicve could apply to other

types of discourse as well, have made discourse analysis a very
promising approach for research in SLA.

The Egu-rofttmctiomal VerspectIve-

The neurofunctional perspective, which is said to be a
metatheory rather than a theory, attempts to explain the
processes of SLA from a functional point of view.

It looks at

SIA processes through two different, but interrelated systems:
macrobehaviotal and neurofunctional.

tiacrobehavioral systems

are concerned with "logical characterizations of the
regularities inherent in second language speech data"
(Lamendella & Senaker; 1978, p.47) .

Neurofunctional systems

are defined as a "functional.charaoterization of information
processing 'machines' anchored in anatomical structure and
physiological energy patterns" (Lamendella & Selinkcr, 19780
41).

p

In respect to the abstractness of these two systems, the

authors state:

A large measure of the differendes between
macro-behayidral and neurof unctional perspectives
arises from two very different notions of 'system,'
both notions of course being theoretical constructs
whose correspondence with any sort of 'objective

19

reality' is an open philosophical question

(

47).

The theory distinguishes between primary, secondary; and
fcreign language learning (Lammendellao 1977).

Normal language

acquisition processes occur from age two to five years, no
matter how many languages are involved.

According to this

perspective, both monolingual anA bilingual primary language
acquisition are definable by reference to a long list of traits
wfich exist in accord with basic principles of neural
organization.

Lamendella states that the neural systems

.specific to language are to some extent innate and genetically
programmed.

There are identifiable infra-systems, constructed

within a given developmental stage of a given neurofunctional
system, which operate to accomplish behavioral goals.

This perspective attempts to explain SLA in terms of
ccmplicated,neurofunctional systems.

However, it seems that

this perspective is not exclusive to language learning per se,
brt an attempt to .formulate a more jlobal theory for the human
capacity to learn.

The whole information processing systemi of

whiuh language learning is a subpart, could be related to this
perspective.

Lamendella (1979) believes that:

When first confronted_with the need to acquire new
information_ structures as the basis for performing a
novel behavior task, a learner must identify the
functional hierarchy best suited to this learning,_then
establish the appropriate'level_and_ subsystems within
the hierarchy with which to begin the_learning_process._
It seems to be a general characteristics of this -type of
learning that the novel behavior task is initially

carried out by the executive component of the
responsible neurofunctional systems operating in the
monitor mode (p. 15) .

Thus he implies that neurofunctional systems are
responsible for learning new information in a general sense and
that the neurofunctional perspective seems to be a way of
lcOking at these responsible elements.

The authors use complex terminologies such as perspective,
ttcory, metatheony, and so forth tO represent the least Well
known fuections of the human information processing system.

Hcwever, there seems not to be compelling evidence that
neurofunctional systems contribLe more to language acquisition
Furthermore, as the developers

than to any other learning task.

ot the perspective claim, the ultimate nature of these
metatheoretical systems is not identifiable at present.
Hcwever, assuming that people- have healthy brains, and all

external and internal variables are kept constant and equal,

then the crucial but open question is whether all
neurofunctional systems would operate in the

same manner for all
I-

people.

It would seem that, individual variations, and, the

degree of attained comcetence in a given' language do not appear

tc De accounted for by the neurofunctional systems.

Therefore;

what may make the individual differences is variables outside
the human brain and not the brain itself.

the neurofunctional perspective, therefore, could be
ccnsidered a general way of looking at human capacity for
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'Earning any kind of novel behavior and not specifically
language behavior.

Of coarsei no one would deny the importance

of the functional procerses of the brain.

Neverthelessi if the

azsumption of 'egual brain capacity under equal conditions' can
be postulated to be true, then the neurofunctional perspective
cannot have a unique influence on SLA.

The neurofunctional

systems could be stimulated by other factors to operate in
varying range of speed and accuracy.

The basic problem with this type of inquiry about a

pEenomenon is the difficulty of providing empirical evidence for
it.

No one knows what the so-called 'innate ability' is and how

much of language acquisition is accomplished by it.
Furthormore

how the two different systems interrelate and

operate systematically is not clear at present and probably
cannot be clarified for a long time.

The major difficulty is

that one canrot use a healthy brain for research purposes.

The

atstractness of the claims of this perspective could entail
ncmerdus questions tc which answi.rs would be almost impossible
at present.

Research in the social cciences anu even in the

Liomedical sciences has a long way to 4o before it can confirm

the accuacy and validity of the characteristidS of thit
ct
perspective.

Of course

this does ,nit mean that we should abandon

pursuinq this tyre of abstract thinking.

It is conceivable that

present research techniques are not adequate to investigate the
claims evolving from the neurofunctional perspective.

however,

it seems unreasonable to assume that SLA is based on
neurofunctional systems alone.
itVt7:ttigat

Even if it were possible to

these systems empirically, the outcome might not

account for the social and diScoursal variables.

Therefore the

reurafunctianal systems are r.eccessary but not sutticiei.t

rEquirement for SLA because there are many external variables
irvolved it the preacesses of SLA.

The Acculturation Model

The acculturation model, developed by Schumann, is based on
ccial and psychological factors.

"Acculturation" is defined as

the social and psychological integration of the second language

learner with the tatgt group.

There is a taxonomy of factors

which are believed to be ith'i-ottant it the process of SLA ip

natural contexts.

The major. claim of the model i8 that

acculturation, which is a cluster'of social - psychological

factors, is the major cause of SLA (Schumann; 1976;

1977;

1978)i

SChtiMann states that any learner can be placed along a continuum

ranjing from social-psychological distance

social

psychological proximity with the speakers of the target
latqua.je.

The degree of language acquisition, then, would

correlate With the degree of the learner's proximity to the
target group.

Accardiny to 'This model, there are two types of

acculturation.

The first type of acculturation takes place when

the learner is socially integrated with and psychologically open

tc the target group.

The second type of acculturation has all

the characteristics at the first type except for the
psychological openness of the learner.

It is claimed that both

tlpes ci acculturation are sufficient to cause SeA.

Social

variables relate to social groups which are in a contact but
speak different languages.

Some of these factors are so7ial

distance, integration, enclosure, and cohesiveness.

Psychological factors relate to language learning by individdal8
etc.

aid include culture shock, language shock, motivation,

Schumann cites some supporting evidence from different
StUdie8 that these variables do, in fact, enhance or inhibit
SLA.

He also believes that psychological factors, especially

mctivation may have more influence on SLA than social factor8
(Stauble, 1977).

It is interesting to note that according to

this' model, variables other than acculturation are of minor or
mcderate importance for SLA.

For example, instruction is

assumed to have no important role in SLA (except for a few
exceptional cases).

In this regard, Schumann (1978) states:

educational institutions are really only free to
manipulate teacher, method and text variables. I
variables are so weak .in terms of the
believe that the
total language learning situation that no matter how
much we attempt to change them we will never _achieve
much more success than we are achieving now (p. 31).

In my opinion, the acculturation model takes into account

the most important factors which may be involved in SL.

This

Mtdei is appealing because it attempts to explain the potential

"why's" of SLA.

However; there remain some unanswered questions

with the model.

Schumann himself states that the model only

accounts for language learning under conditions of immigration.
He also cautions the reader about variables other than
acculturation which may influence SLA.

Schumann believes that the development of a typology of
variables is important and must be continued.

It is not Cleat;

hcwever; how long or to what extent the contituatjon of such
typologies is necessary.

Ochsner (1979)

argues that the Lumber

of variables in such a typology is arbitrary.

To some extent,

OchsLer is correctly pointing at one of the weaknesses of the
mcdel.

The reason that tne model is susceptible to such

seemingly logical arguments is that it has been unable to
provide criteria or empirical evidence for the necessary' number
of variables.

However; it is this author's view that if one

icoks at the aodel from an experimental perspective, such
criticisms will become unjustified.

Had research alcng the lines proposed by this model
progressed enough to determine the amount of overlap and/or the
degree of relationships among social and affective variables as
well as their influence on SLA, then neither the number nor the
stlecti6n of the variables would have been considered arbitrary.
Fcr example, if it were shown that 93% of the systematic
variation in SLA is due to the acculturation factor; then the
remaining 1J% would not be terribly significant.

Also; during

experimentaticn; some of the factors within the acculturation
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mcdel would probably be eliminated bFca.usT of their overlap with

other variables or their negligible contribution to SLA. And
the remaining variables, which would be empirically verifiable,
would not yield to counter arguments.
One of the most controversial claims of the model, howe.ver,

is the way the effects of these variables are interpreted rather
than their number. On the one hand, the claim that these
variables are the cause et SLA does not comply with the

principles of experimental investigation. 1t the social
sciences the results are subject to marginal error due to
prediction, reliability and validity of the instruments and
other research obstacles. Therefore, at first glance, the
causal claim of the model is open to question.
On the other hand, the causal hypothesis is one of the
advantages of the acculturation model because most sophisticated
statistical analyses require a theory which calls for empirical
verification. In this respect, then, the causal claim of the
acculturation model builds a. theory on which a statistical
analysis can later be applied. it it was not hypothesized that
acculturation is the cause of SLA, the appropriate statistical
procedure could not be applied to either support or reject the
claims of the theory.
Thr teria 'cause' may be defined as the unique contribution
of a variable to a particular phenomenon. if it could be
dEtArmined, for exanqle, that 19% of the variation in a
phenomenon is due to one and only one specific variable, then it
ti

could of claimed that the given percent is caused by that
variable.

Therefore, using the term 'cause' or any other term

such as the most important or the most determinant will not
increase the validity of the claims because all of them would

ue

interpreted in terms cf the unique variance they account for.
The model is problematic, however, in that the concept of

acculturation and what it entails is too complex to he

oprationally defined and experimentally tested.

The authors of

the Heidelberg research project report (197b) seem to agree on
tfis point by stating:

444

although we know_ that many_ psychological

factors contribute crucially to the 'result' Of
learner varieties, we were not able (and aid not in
fact succeed in) to operationalize the important
concept_of 'motivation', 'attitude', etc, in a
8) .
meaningful way (p.
Howaveri this complexity does not imply that we should abandon
oLr attempts to measure or explore acculturation factors.
Another problem with the model is that it delibrately

excludes other potentially important variables (such as
ccgnitive and instructional factors) in SLA;

Of course detailed

investigation is necessary to determine these variables, their
interrelationship with one another, and their correlation with
and contribution to SLA.
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Ccnclusions
Obviously; the main goal of SLA researchi either short tetra

or long term; is to scmehow account for the very complex nature
of SLA;

That is

the goal of the theories is

(or should be) to

explain the interlanguage system of the learners in a scientific
way;

In respect to these modelsi it seems that the

acculturation model attempts to answer questions dealing with
the "why's" of SLA;

The neurofunctional perspective may

eventually explain "how" SLA occurs;

The monitor theory deals

With the ways a second language is learned/acquired and
performed.

And finally; the discourse approach attempts to

develop strategies for researching the relationship between
linguistic input to and output from second language learners i
authentic situations;

Thereforei each model has its own place

it the whole process of SLA;

There may be other models such as

a cognitive approach (Lasser.- freeman;

1980) 0

a psycholinguistic

mcdeli and so forthi each of which would lOok at SLA from
slightly different point of view;

If we want to claim that SLA is a social sciencei we should
ccmply with the principles of established social sciences;

In

aty, case; and with any number of models, the main objective

should be to explain the SLA phenomenon in a reasonably
scientific way;

Otherwise the outcome and claims of almost any

theory will remain questionable until thE theory is proven to
belt' empirically testable.

I would like to make it clear that the comments made in
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this paper should not De interpreted as discredits to the nature
of the four models discussg,d.

Bather,

suggestions made and questions raised

I hope that the

if reasonable, will be

considered as potential wags of improving the theories.

The

irtricate process of SLA is, at least from my point of view, too
complex to be explained by any single theory.

For f.xamplci none

of these models deals with aspects of foreign language learning
in comparison to second Language learning (Belbe, 1979).
Furthermore, there could be numerous unknown' factOrs beyond the
hypotheses of a given -model or person who develops the model.

Ti Es is what all theory building and theory modification are

abot.

It the idea of incompleteness rather than incorrectness

bt these models is conveyed in this paper, it would seem that
its goal has been accomplished.
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